


Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education 
(New 2005 Version, Created by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching) 

 
 

1. The old (2000) Carnegie system was based on the level and the number of 
degrees awarded as well as the amount of research expenditures (UNF, 
FGCU, FAMU, and UWF were all categorized as “Master’s I” institutions) 
 

2. The new system is based on 8 total elements, 5 of which are major elements: 
 

a. 3 General elements 
i. Level (4-yr vs. 2-yr, etc.) 
ii. Control (public vs. private) 
iii. Total enrollment 

 
b. 5 Major elements 

i. Undergraduate instruction program (mix of Arts & Sciences vs. 
professions and graduate programs) 

ii. Graduate instructional program (Post Bach, vs. Masters vs. 
Doctoral vs. Med and/or Vet Med) 

iii. Enrollment profile (Extent to which undergraduate is a proportion of 
total enrollment) 

iv. Undergraduate profile (full vs. part-time, selectivity and relative 
level of transfers-in) 

v. Size and setting (relative size of enrollment and residential vs. 
nonresidential undergraduate students) 

 
3. The “Basic Classification” of the new system is somewhat similar to the old 

system (includes number and level of degrees awarded as well as a complex 
measure of research activity). 

 
4. Carnegie web site: www.carnegiefoundation.org/classifications 

http://www.carnegiefoundation.org/classifications
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2006 UNF Carnegie Classification Detail

Classification UNF Designation Sub Class UNF Threshold
1 Balance A&S vs. Professions 57.74% 60%

Grad Coexistence 30.00% 50%

2 Doctoral Degree Programs 1 2 or more
HSS vs. STEM vs. Professions1 Ed Only Plurality

3 Enrollment Profile Very high undergraduate Pct. Grad students 9.25% 10%

4 Full-time vs. Part-time 71.51% 80%
Selectivity2 <80th percentile2 80th Percentile
Transfer-in3 48.81% 20%

5 FTE Enrollment ala IPEDS4 11,308 10,000
Undergraduate residential vs. 
nonresidential 14.90% 25%

6 PhD Degrees per year 7 20
Research5 ?? ??

1 HSS = Humanities or Social Sciences; STEM = Science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
2 Carnegie analysis of freshman SAT/ACT scores places UNF "...just below…" the 80th percentile.
3 "Transfer-in" includes AA-transfers as well as other undergraduate transfers.
4 The federal Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) calculates FTE enrollment by counting all full-time students
   (based on 12 hours per term for undergraduates and 9 per term for graduate students) and adding 1/3 of the number of part-time students.
5 The research classification is based on a complicated multi-measure index utilizing federal and non-federal research funding as well
    as aggregate and per capita research activity.

Size and Setting

Basic Classification

Single Doctoral (education)

Masters Colleges and Universities 
(larger programs)

Balanced Arts & Sciences/ 
professions, some grad coexistence

Large 4-year, primarily nonresidential

Medium full-time four-year, selective, 
higher transfer-in

Undergraduate Instructional Program

Graduate Instructional Program

Undergraduate Profile



Selected Carnegie Classifications for Consideration 
 
 
Undergraduate Instructional Program 
 
A&S+Prof/SGC: Arts & sciences plus professions, some graduate coexistence. 60–79 percent of bachelor’s degree majors were 
in the arts and sciences, and graduate degrees were observed in some of the fields corresponding to undergraduate majors (but less 
than half). 
 
A&S+Prof/HGC: Arts & sciences plus professions, high graduate coexistence. 60–79 percent of bachelor’s degree majors were in 
the arts and sciences, and graduate degrees were observed in at least half of the fields corresponding to undergraduate majors. 
 
Bal/SGC: Balanced arts & sciences/professions, some graduate coexistence. Bachelor’s degree majors were relatively balanced 
between arts and sciences and professional fields (39–59 percent in each), and graduate degrees were observed in some of the fields 
corresponding to undergraduate majors (but less than half). UNF 
 
Bal/HGC: Balanced arts & sciences/professions, high graduate coexistence. Bachelor’s degree majors were relatively balanced 
between arts and sciences and professional fields (39–59 percent in each), and graduate degrees were observed in at least half of the 
fields corresponding to undergraduate majors. 
 
Prof+A&S/SGC: Professions plus arts & sciences, some graduate coexistence. 60–79 percent of bachelor’s degree majors were 
in professional fields, and graduate degrees were observed in some of the fields corresponding to undergraduate majors (but less than 
half). 
 
Prof+A&S/HGC: Professions plus arts & sciences, high graduate coexistence. 60–79 percent of bachelor’s degree majors were in 
professional fields, and graduate degrees were observed in at least half of the fields corresponding to undergraduate majors. 
 
Graduate Instructional Program 
 
S-Doc/Ed: Single doctoral (education). Based on the degree data, these institutions award doctoral degrees in education but do not 
offer other graduate/professional education. UNF 
 
Doc/HSS: Doctoral, humanities/social sciences dominant. According to the degree data, these institutions award doctoral degrees 
in a range of fields, with the plurality in the humanities or social sciences. They may also offer professional education at the doctoral 
level or in fields such as law or medicine. 
 
Doc/Prof: Doctoral, professions dominant. According to the degree data, these institutions award doctoral degrees in a range of 
fields, with the plurality in the professions other than engineering (such as education, health professions, public policy, or social work). 
They may also offer professional education in law or medicine. 
 
Enrollment Profile 
 
VHU: Very high undergraduate. Fall enrollment data show both undergraduate and graduate/professional students, with the latter 
group accounting for less than 10 percent of FTE* enrollment. UNF 
 
HU: High undergraduate. Fall enrollment data show both undergraduate and graduate/professional students, with the latter group 
accounting for at least 10–24 percent of FTE enrollment. 
 
MU: Majority undergraduate. Fall enrollment data show both undergraduate and graduate/professional students, with the latter group 
accounting for 25–49 percent of FTE enrollment. 
 
Undergraduate Profile 
 
MFT4/S/HTI: Medium full-time four-year, selective, higher transfer-in. Fall enrollment data show 60–79 percent of undergraduates 
enrolled full-time at these bachelor’s degree granting institutions. Score data for first-year students indicate that these institutions are 
selective in admissions (our analysis of first-year students’ test scores places most of these institutions in roughly the middle two-fifths 
of baccalaureate institutions). At least 20 percent of entering undergraduates are transfer students. UNF 
 
Size and Setting 
 
L4/NR: Large four-year, primarily nonresidential. Fall enrollment data show FTE enrollment of at least 10,000 degree-seeking 
students at these bachelor’s degree granting institutions. Fewer than 25 percent of degree-seeking undergraduates live on campus 
(includes exclusively distance education institutions). UNF 
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SUS 2005 Carnegie Classifications

Item FAMU FAU FGCU FIU FSU NCF UCF UF UNF USF UWF
Level 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year 4-Year
Control Public Public Public Public Public Public Public Public Public Public Public
Total 
enrollment 13,067 25,319 5,955 34,865 38,431 692 42,465 47,993 14,533 42,238 9,518 
Ugrad 
Instructional 
Program

Professions 
plus arts & 
sciences, 
some grad 

coexistence

Professions 
plus arts & 

sciences, high 
grad 

coexistence

Professions 
plus arts & 
sciences, 
some grad 

coexistence

Professions 
plus arts & 

sciences, high 
grad 

coexistence

Balanced arts 
& 

sciences/profe
ssions, high 

grad 
coexistence

Arts & 
Sciences 

focus, no grad 
coexistence

Professions 
plus arts & 

sciences, high 
grad 

coexistence

Professions 
plus arts & 

sciences, high 
grad 

coexistence

Balanced arts 
& 

sciences/profe
ssions, some 

grad 
coexistence

Balanced arts 
& 

sciences/profe
ssions, high 

grad 
coexistence

Balanced arts 
& 

sciences/profe
ssions, some 

grad 
coexistence

Grad 
Instructional 
Program

Doctoral, 
professional 

dominant

Doctoral, 
professional 

dominant

Post Bach 
professional 

(Ed dominant)

Compre-
hensive 

doctoral (no 
med/vet)

Compre-
hensive 

doctoral with 
med/vet

N/A

Compre-
hensive 

doctoral (no 
med/vet)

Compre-
hensive 

doctoral with 
med/vet

Single doctoral 
(Ed)

Compre-
hensive 

doctoral with 
med/vet

Single doctoral 
(Ed)

Enrollment 
Profile

High Ugrad High Ugrad High Ugrad High Ugrad High Ugrad Exclusively 
Ugrad 4-yr

High Ugrad Majority Ugrad Very High 
Ugrad

High Ugrad High Ugrad

Ugrad Profile Full-time 4-yr, 
selective, 

lower transfer-
in

Higher part-
time 4-yr

Medium full-
time 4-yr, 
selective, 

lower transfer-
in

Medium full-
time 4-yr, 
selective, 

lower transfer-
in

Full-time 4-yr, 
more selective, 
higher transfer-

in

Full-time 4-yr, 
more selective, 
lower transfer-

in

Medium full-
time 4-yr, 
selective, 

higher transfer-
in

Full-time 4-yr, 
more selective, 
higher transfer-

in

Medium full-
time 4-yr, 
selective, 

higher transfer-
in

Medium full-
time 4-yr, 
selective, 

higher transfer-
in

Medium full-
time 4-yr, 
selective, 

higher transfer-
in

Size and 
Setting

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

residential

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential

Medium 4-yr, 
primarily 

residential

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential

Very small 4-
yr, highly 

residential

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential

Large 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential

Medium 4-yr, 
primarily 

nonresidential
Basic 
Classification

Doctoral/ 
Research 
Universities 

Research 
Universities 
(high research 
activity)

Master's 
Colleges and 
Universities 
(larger 
programs)

Research 
Universities 
(high research 
activity)

Research 
Universities 
(very high 
research 
activity)

Baccalaureate 
Colleges--Arts 
& Sciences

Research 
Universities 
(high research 
activity)

Research 
Universities 
(very high 
research 
activity)

Master's 
Colleges and 
Universities 
(larger 
programs)

Research 
Universities 
(very high 
research 
activity)

Doctoral/ 
Research 
Universities 
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